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Abstract
Supershear earthquakes are rare but powerful ruptures with devastating consequences. Traditionally, studies of
supershear earthquakes have focused on determining which fault segments sustained fully-grown supershear ruptures.
But the rarity of such events, combined with the fact that conditions for supershear transition are still debated,
complicates this investigation for natural earthquakes. The details of the transition, including its location, are then
often overlooked. Here, we propose a unique signature of the precise location of a supershear transition. We combine
theoretical fracture mechanics, and numerical modelling of off-fault coseismic damage, with high-resolution field
observations of off-fault damage and aftershock distribution, to show that the location of the transition from subshear
to supershear speeds can be pinpointed by a localised absence of aftershocks, and a decrease in off-fault damage, due
to a transient reduction of the stress intensity at the rupture tip.
Introduction
While the rupture speed of most earthquakes is limited by the speed of the Rayleigh and shear waves, earthquakes
can occasionally transition to higher speeds. These are known as supershear earthquakes. Because the on-fault
rupture speed controls the characteristics of the resulting off-fault damage, understanding the conditions for a rupture
to transition from the sub-Rayleigh to the supershear regime is critical for earthquake hazard assessment. Abrupt
changes in the rupture speed indeed increase high-frequency radiation1, and governs the spatial extent of the
coseismic off-fault damage zone, i.e, the volume within the crust, directly surrounding the rupture, that experienced
mechanical damage2–5. Whether supershear ruptures are real or not has been a matter of debate for a long time. Even
though theoretical models6,7 and laboratory experiments8 provided evidence that supershear ruptures exist since the
early 1970s, it was not until the Mw 6.5 Imperial Valley earthquake (California, 1979) that a supershear rupture was
inferred in nature for the first time9. Pioneering laboratory experiments10–12 together with observations from the
Mw 7.4 1999 Izmit and the Mw 7.2 1999 Du¨zce earthquakes in Turkey13, then conclusively confirmed that
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supershear ruptures are in fact much more common than previously expected. Supershear ruptures have now been
inferred for several, albeit rare, events: the Mw 7.8 2001 Kunlun (China) earthquake14,15, the Mw 7.8 2002 Denali
(Alaska) earthquake16, the Mw 7.5 2013 Craig (Alaska) earthquake17, the Mw 6.7 2013 Okhotsk (Kamtchatka)
earthquake18, and most recently the Mw 7.5 2018 Palu (Indonesia) earthquake19,20. Efforts have been made in order
to identify and characterize these supershear earthquakes using various methodological approaches14,16,19–21. The
methods used were, in most cases, designed to reveal a posteriori which segment of the rupture propagated at
supershear velocities. However, these methods often ignore the details of the transition to supershear rupture speed as
they usually focus on the analysis of full-grown supershear ruptures. The location of the transition from sub- to
supershear speeds is often inferred as follows. Once the regions of fully-developed ruptures are mapped, guided by
seismological and geodetic inversions, the supershear transition is presumed to have occurred in-between the
subshear and supershear segments, leading to an imprecise and ad hoc location of this transition. Moreover, it
remains difficult to assign the location of this transition to specific features of the rupture path, as the conditions for
supershear transitions in nature are still poorly understood, despite numerical efforts to characterise the mechanics of
the transition process2,22–24. Being able to locate precisely the supershear transition would therefore greatly help at
identifying the mechanical reasons for such rupture process. Here, we propose an original signature of the supershear
transition by combining theoretical and numerical modelling with field observations (high-resolution aftershock
catalogs and surface displacement fields from optical satellite image correlation analyses).
Results
Theoretical analysis and dynamic rupture simulations
The theoretical analysis is conducted using Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics which provides closed form solutions
to describe the state of stress around a rupture tip. Considering a semi-infinite plain-strain crack in a 2D
homogeneous isotropic linear medium, moving at a speed v < cR (where cR is the Rayleigh wave speed), the near-tip
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stress solution is controlled by the dynamic stress intensity factor, KdynII , which evolves with the rupture speed v:
KdynII ≈
1− v/cR√
1− v/cP
KII (1)
where cP is the P-wave speed and KII is the static stress intensity factor (see Methods Section for further details). A
Lorentz-like contraction of the stress field occurs around the rupture tip as the rupture speed approaches its limiting
speed, cR 25. This contraction has already been observed and verified experimentally26.
When an earthquake rupture transitions to a supershear regime, the rupture has to first accelerate to the Rayleigh
wave speed. As the rupture approaches the supershear transition, KdynII monotonically decreases to zero, strongly
reducing the stress concentration at the rupture tip. Thus the off-fault domain affected by this stress concentration also
shrinks. We illustrate this effect by calculating the extent of the region where the stress state goes beyond the limits
defined by a Drucker-Prager failure criterion (Figs. 1a and 1b). This domain, which describes the theoretical extent of
coseismic off-fault deformation, such as fracture damage and aftershocks, will be directly affected by stress changes.
We show that the extent of the coseismic off-fault deformation results from a combined effect of the increase in the
rupture length and the decrease of the term (1− v/cR)/
√
1− v/cP with increasing speed v (see Methods Section
for details of the demonstration). As the rupture approaches the Rayleigh wave speed, with uniform (Fig. 1a) or
non-uniform (Fig. 1b) rupture velocity, the stress concentration at the rupture tip ultimately collapses, limiting the
spatial extent of possible off-fault damage during the transition from the sub-Rayleigh to the supershear regime.
This theoretical demonstration is then validated through two different numerical models that account for dynamic
evolution of coseismic damage3–5. In these models, unlike the theoretical development presented above, the rupture
is spontaneous and there is a feedback between off-fault damage and on-fault rupture. Both models produce in-plane
dynamic simulations of an earthquake rupture on a 1D right-lateral planar fault embedded in a 2D medium. A
slip-weakening friction law is used to model the earthquake rupture and damage only occurs on the tensional side of
the fault (bottom side of the fault on Fig. 1c and d, see Methods Section and Supporting Information for further
details) . The first model employs novel numerical algorithms for earthquake rupture allowing for spontaneous
activation of off-fault fracture networks5. This has been observed in experiments as well27. Once the rupture is over,
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we evaluate the damage pattern and the spatial variation of closeness to failure (∆CF ) resulting from the rupture (see
Methods Section for ∆CF calculation details). Regions with positive values of ∆CF are considered to be more
likely to host fracture damage and trigger future aftershocks. We see that the regions experiencing sub-Rayleigh and
full supershear regimes manifest high local stress fluctuations (Fig. 1c). However, when the rupture is transitioning to
supershear speed, ∆CF ∼ 0, and the spatial extent of the off-fault damage zone drops dramatically. The second
numerical model accounts for off-fault damage using a micro-mechanics based effective constitutive law4,28. The
resulting off-fault damage density, which is directly affected by the near-tip stress state, as illustrated by the ∆CF , is
also characterised by a sudden shrinkage of the damage zone (Fig. 1d) during the supershear transition.
We can thus confidently conclude that, irrespective of the constitutive model to capture off-fault damage, one
should expect a dramatic reduction in the spatial extent of the off-fault damage around supershear transition. This is
due to the fundamental physical property, the so-called Lorentz contraction of the stress field, of a dynamic rupture
approaching its limiting speed.
Spatial and temporal distribution of aftershocks
The theoretical analysis of the stress state at the rupture tip during the acceleration from sub-Rayleigh to supershear
speeds suggests the existence of a gap in coseismic off-fault damage at the supershear transition. Assuming that the
nucleation of early aftershocks are mainly governed by the stress state left in the wake of the earthquake, the extent of
coseismic off-fault damage in nature could be reflected in the spatial distribution of early near-fault aftershocks
(occurring around a week after the main earthquake). When reanalysing the regions where established supershear
ruptures transitioned from sub-Rayleigh to supershear speeds, the precise location of the transition should then be
highlighted by a local decrease in the aftershock intensity and its spatial extent. We analyse the spatial and temporal
distribution of relocated aftershocks for three well-known supershear ruptures: the Mw 7.4 1999 Izmit (Turkey)
earthquake13,21 (Fig. 2a), the Mw 7.9 2002 Denali (Alaska) earthquake16 (Fig. 2d), and the Mw 7.5 2013 Craig
(Alaska) earthquake17 (Fig. 2g).
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For these examples, we compute the seismic moment released by the aftershocks at a distance of less than 5 km
from the main fault, and, for different periods of time after the mainshock: 1-3 days, 1, 2, 3 weeks and 1 month
(Figs. 2 c, f, and i). When focusing on the region where the rupture is expected to transition supershear, we
systematically observe a small region (∼ 5–15 km) characterised by reduced seismic moment release and a clear lack
of aftershocks (Fig. 2 b, c, e, f, h and i, pink boxes). This feature is spatially persistent, no matter the distance
considered when computing the cumulative seismic moment released (see Supplementary Information
Figures S3-S26). Note that the cumulative seismic moment systematically rises after 3 weeks in this transition region,
potentially related to postseismic deformation. This inferred transitional region actually co-locates with the region of
maximum afterslip for each event29–31. This delayed increase in near-fault deformation confirms that the observed
gap in the early aftershocks productivity (less than 3 weeks after the mainshock) is mostly related to the mainshock
dynamic rupture, that is the supershear transition (see Methods Section for details in the Catalogs and statistical
analysis of the results).
Evaluation of damage zone width using image correlation
As high-resolution aftershocks catalogs are not available for all supershear ruptures, we explore a new method to
investigate the spatial evolution of near fault coseismic damage, by focusing on the width of the damage zone
generated during the earthquake. Recent developments in satellite optical image analysis and sub-pixel correlation
methods now allow for the detection of displacement variations due to an earthquake down to a resolution of one
meter. Noting that, for earthquakes of large magnitudes (Mw ≥ 7), fault zones (fault core and damage zone) are
usually of metric- to kilometric-scale32, we apply this method to the Mw 7.8 2001 Kunlun (China) earthquake2,14,15.
Displacement profiles normal to the fault are computed using pre- and post-earthquake images and are used to infer
the width of the fault zone (fault core and damage zone), produced by the earthquake (Fig. 3, see Methods Section for
details in the methodology and the Supplementary Information for details on the data employed in the analysis).
While the overall mean of the fault zone width is around 238 meters, we observe a clear localised region, ∼ 11
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km-long, where damage largely reduced down to a mean of 127 meters, located around what was previously inferred
as the supershear transition zone14. As expected from theoretical analysis and numerical modelling, the supershear
transition would be characterised by a significant reduction in damage zone width. We acknowledge here that the
aftershock catalog of Robinson and colleagues15 also alludes to the same conclusion. However due to the lack of
high spatio-temporal density of aftershocks in their catalog we instead chose the above technique.
Discussion
We have developed a theoretical framework to precisely estimate the location of supershear transition. When applied
to known supershear ruptures, this approach allows for a better spatial localisation of the region where the earthquake
accelerates from sub-Rayleigh to supershear speeds. Obviously, since we modelled the earthquake as a simple 1D
planar crack, future work is necessary to evaluate the effect of 3D fault geometry in this process. Regardless, the gap
in coseismic off-fault damage related to supershear transition appears well-defined in natural earthquakes (Fig. 2),
even after accounting for the uncertainty in the location of aftershocks (see Methods Section for further details in the
uncertainty analysis and Supporting Information, Figures S15-S38). This approach could thus be used as a first step
to precisely locate supershear transition.
The use of relocated catalogs is already substantive in this study, as past works who noticed a lack in near-fault
aftershocks for supershear rupture concluded that the aftershock quiescence co-located with the entire supershear
rupture21. In this study, we are able to define the region of this quiescence in off-fault activity and have related it to
supershear transition. This is due to the transient shrinkage in stress concentration around the rupture tip as its
velocity approaches the Rayleigh wave speed. Also, the results presented in this study, are in agreement with the
published kinematic models for Izmit13,40, Denali16,41, Craig17, and Kunlun14,15,44,45 earthquakes. The main
difference here is that we are able to define more precisely the location, and the length of the transition region,
through aftershock and image correlation analysis.
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However, this study is limited to careful reanalysis of regions where the supershear transition was expected to
happen. As we can see from the entire fault profile, local gaps in aftershock density do not necessarily indicate a
supershear transition. Such gaps could be related to local changes in rupture speeds, within the sub-Rayleigh speed
regime, an hypothesis calling for further investigation. This study, for now, highlights the location and extent of the
supershear transition, through a mechanics based analysis, as a first step to investigate the condition for such
transitions.
In this study, we cross-validate the reduction in the width of the damage zone predicted by theoretical and
numerical modelling of off-fault damage, with seismological evidence of aftershock quiescence for the Izmit, Denali
and Craig supershear earthquakes, and with geodetic observations of the damage zone for the Kunlun earthquake.
These results are valid for a well-developed sub-Rayleigh rupture that transitions to supershear speeds. Recent
observations from the Palu earthquake hint that the rupture might have either nucleated directly at a supershear speed,
or transitioned very early on19,20. For this particular case, further exploration is required to see if similar features can
be observed in the field.
In conclusion, identifying an absence of aftershocks and decrease in off-fault damage allows us to pinpoint the
location of the transition from sub-Rayleigh to supershear speeds. This work provides a new framework, guided by
theoretical fracture mechanics, to precisely locate supershear transitions in the field. This approach offers the
opportunity to revisit supershear transition zones in the field, in order to better characterise the local fault conditions,
and further explore the mechanical conditions for such transitions.
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Figure 1: Theoretical and Numerical Evidence of Supershear Transition Signature. a. & b. Domain that exceeds
Drucker-Prager failure criterion for a crack of uniform rupture velocity (a) and for a crack of non-uniform rupture
velocity (b). Both cases show that the region of potential damage shrinks as the rupture velocity v approaches the
Rayleigh wave speed cR. c. Changes in closeness to failure associated with Drucker-Prager failure criterion, computed
using 2D FDEM dynamic simulation including coseismic off-fault damage generated by the rupture propagation5. d.
Same as (c) but using an effective medium theory4. The grey regions map the spatial distribution of damage density
that occurs during the entire event while the black field record the damage that takes place at the time at which the
Drucker-Prager failure criterion was computed. In both cases (c & d), regions of positive change are more likely to
host fracture damage and trigger future aftershocks. The transition from the sub-Rayleigh to the supershear regime is
clearly denoted by a more localised and weaker stress perturbation and a consequent gap in damage.
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Figure 2
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Figure 2: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Analysis. 1-month aftershock distribution for Izmit (a), Denali (d),
and Craig (g) earthquakes, color-coded by time and indicating the respective event epicentre (color-coded star) and
focal mechanism. The black continuous line denotes the surface rupture for each event. b,e,h Zoom plot of the region
proposed as Transition zone in this study for each earthquake. c,f,i Cumulative aftershock seismic moment release
projected on the main fault (in log scale) at different temporal scales (1-3 days, 1-2-3 weeks and 1 month), for Izmit
(c), Denali (f), and Craig (i) earthquakes. All the aftershocks within a distance of 5 km from the fault are considered in
the calculation (area denoted by the black discontinuous lines in a, d and g). Color-coded arrows (on top of each figure)
indicate the different speed regimes reported for each event (green for sub-Rayleigh and orange for supershear)16,17,21,
while the pink boxes indicate this work’s proposed Transition Zones. The stars denote the epicenter of each earthquake
and the arrows indicate the ruptures’ direction.
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Figure 3: Optical Correlation Images Analysis. a. Map of the strike slip section of the Mw 7.8 2001 Kunlun
(China) earthquake, where P1 denotes the transition zone reported for the event from seismological far-field data14. b.
Along-Strike fault zone width (black) and its associated uncertainty (grey), obtained from the analysis of 40 km-long
profiles, sampling the fault zone every 500 m, on the surface displacement maps. The latter is derived from correlating
pre- and post-earthquake SPOT 1-4 images. The 11 km-long red area highlighted the specific region with a mean fault
width (red dashed line) of only 127 m compared to 238 m recorded for the rest of the rupture (red line). The latter
excludes the area where two parallel fault strands are activated and for which the fault zone is exceptionally large ( >
1000 m). c. Zoom of the Fig. 3 b.
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Methods
Linear elastic fracture mechanics solution
The variability of earthquake rupture speed affects the high-frequency content generation1,33 and the activation of the
coseismic off-fault damage2,4,5. We develop an approximation to understand how the velocity grows during a seismic
rupture using the Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics approach. In a 2D homogeneous isotropic linear-elastic body, we
consider a semi-infinite plain-strain crack of length L, and (r,θ) polar coordinates centred at the crack tip. Let σ0αβ
represent the initial stress state of the medium. The static near-tip stress (positive in tension) σαβ field is given by
σαβ(r, θ) = σ
0
αβ +
KII√
2pir
f IIαβ(θ) (2)
where KII is the static stress intensity factor and f IIαβ are universal angular functions
34,35. The static stress intensity
factor varies with the crack length such that
KII = φ(σ, τ)
√
piL (3)
where φ(σ, τ) depends on the applied normal σ and shear τ stress. The stress at the rupture tip increases with the
crack length.
Now consider that the crack tip that moves at a speed v ≤ cR, where cR is the Rayleigh wave speed. The near-tip
stresses now depend on a the rupture speed v as follows
σαβ(r, θ, v) = σ
0
αβ +
KdynII (v)√
2pir
f IIαβ(θ, v) (4)
where KdynII is the dynamic stress intensity factor. This solution is entirely analogous to the static problem. However,
due to the moving coordinate system, all the fields undergo a Lorentz-like contraction, affecting both the stress
intensity factor and the angular distribution. The dynamic stress intensity factor can be approximated as25
KdynII ≈
1− v/cR√
1− v/cP
KII (5)
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where cP is the limiting speed for a mode II crack, being cP the P-wave speed. Also KII = φ(σ, τ)
√
piL(t) where
the crack length is given by L(t) =
∫ t
0
v(t) dt.
Using the expressions above, we will compute the extent of the ‘yield’ region in the off-fault medium. To
generalize and illustrate the state of stress, we represent normal and shear stress using invariants
σ =
σkk
3
and τ =
√
1
2
sijsji with sij = σij − σδij (6)
Solutions from linear elastic fracture mechanics give the state of stress at the crack tip for a mode II crack:
σ11 + σ22 = σ
0
11 + σ
0
22 +
KII√
2pir
(
−2 sin θ
2
)
. (7)
Since σ33 = ν(σ11 + σ22) in plane strain, where ν Poisson’s ratio, we can compute σ:
σ = σ0 − 2(1 + ν)
3
KII√
2pir
sin
θ
2
. (8)
Likewise, we compute s12:
s12 = σ
0
12 + σ12 (9)
= σ012 +
KII√
2pir
[
cos
θ
2
(
1− sin θ
2
sin
3θ
2
)]
(10)
The bracketed term is designated as A(θ). Thus we can compute τ ,
τ =
√
1
2
s212 (11)
The Drucker-Prager failure criterion, F , with a friction coefficient f is defined as,
F (r, θ, L, φ, v/cR, σ
0
ij) ≡ τ − fσ = 0, (12)
For a fixed initial stress state, σ0ij , and a rupture velocity history, v(t), one can then calculate the furthest distance
from the fault, rDP , where the Drucker-Prager yield criterion is violated.
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Numerical dynamic simulations including off-fault coseismic damage
Several efforts has been made to understand the supershear ruptures from a dynamic perspective2,23,36,37. However,
models accounting for off-fault coseismic change damage has only been recently developed, and should now be used
to explore complex feedback that exist between this particular type of rupture dynamic and the surrounding medium.
Here we employ two approaches to simulate dynamic earthquake ruptures: one based on the finite discrete element
method (FDEM)5 and another one based on a constitutive model that accounts for the dynamic evolution of elastic
moduli at high-strain rates4.
FDEM modeling
To reproduce coseismic damage, we use the software suite HOSSedu, developed by the Los Alamos National
Laboratory (LANL)38. The numerical algorithms behind this tool are based on the combined Finite-Discrete Element
Method (FDEM) to produce dynamically activated off-fault fracture networks. One of the key FDEM is to allow each
individual interface between the finite elements describing the off-fault medium to have their own tensional and shear
cohesion. Furthermore, these interfaces can break under appropiate stress conditions. Each broken interface is then
assimilated to a damage fracture. When the rupture propagates, this allows for a live build-up of the damage
patterns5,39.
Closeness to failure is derived using the invariant form of the Mohr-Coulomb yield criterion:
FMC ≡ τRMC − σ tanφ− CpII (13)
where tanφ = fs is initial static friction coefficient and C
p
II is initial peak shear cohesion. Failure occurs when
FMC ≥ 0. Note that when RMC = 1, the above become the Drucker-Prager yield criterion.
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Here,
RMC =
1√
3 cosφ
sin
(
Θ +
pi
3
)
+
1
3
cos
(
Θ +
pi
3
)
tanφ ; Θ =
1
3
cos−1
(rs
τ
)3
(14)
where rs =
(
9
2
sijsjkski
) 1
3
.
The closeness to failure yields
∆CF (x, t) =
FMC(x, t)
F 0MC(x, t)
− 1. (15)
Here F 0MC is the Mohr-Coulomb yield function for the initial, uniform, state of stress. Failure is more likely to
occur when ∆CF > 0. (See Table S1 for all the parameters used in the simulations).
During the supershear transition, the intensity and spatial extent of off-fault damage drops (Fig 1). In fact, while
both the sub-Rayleigh and the supershear segments present high fluctuations of the stress invariants σ and τ , the
transitional region is clearly depleted in stress changes (Fig. S1).
Micromechanics approach
The second numerical method, reflects the micro-physics of damage evolution by relating damage density to the
near-tip stress state and by computing the corresponding dynamic changes of elastic propierties in the medium due to
the presence of newly formed cracks.
Here, closeness to failure ∆CF is simply derived using the Drucker-Prager yield criterion:
∆CF (x, t) =
FMC(x, t)
F 0MC(x, t)
− 1 with FMC ≡ τ − σ tanφ, (16)
where tanφ = fs = 0.6 is initial static friction coefficient. Failure is more likely to occur when ∆CF > 0.
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Aftershock Catalog Analysis
We have studied three well known supershear ruptures for which high-resolution aftershock catalogs are available, at
least 1-month after the main event. The Mw 7.4 1999 Izmit earthquake13,40 had a mean rupture velocity of ∼ 4.8
km/s, and a well-recorded 3-month aftershock catalog21 (Fig. 2a for 1-month aftershock locations and Figs. S3-S6
for spatiotemporal evolution of the aftershocks). In the case of the Mw 7.8 2002 Denali (Alaska) earthquake ,
velocities of ∼ 5.5 km/s have been reported16,41, but in this case, 1-year aftershocks catalog has been published42
(Fig. 2d for 1-month aftershock locations and Figs. S7-S10 for spatiotemporal evolution of the aftershocks). Finally,
the Mw 7.5 2013 Craig (Alaska) earthquake was pinpointed as a supershear event, with velocities of 5.5 - 6.0 km/s,
that lasted for around 100 km. For the earthquake analysis we have used a 5 month-long aftershock catalog43 (Fig. 2g
for 1-month aftershock locations and Figs. S11-S14 for spatiotemporal evolution of the aftershocks). For each
earthquake, we have discretized the main fault in bins of 1 km and projecting all the aftershocks on it, using the
minimum distance criteria. Doing so, we are able to obtain the seismic moment release on the main fault, employing
different spatiotemporal patterns (Fig. 2 and Figs. S3-14).
In order to evaluate the robustness of our result, we have performed an uncertainty analysis considering the error
in the aftershocks’ location for each catalog. We assume the uncertainty on each aftershock location is normally
distributed, allowing us to randomly generate 5000 synthetic catalogs for each mainshock. We then repeat the
along-strike moment evaluation with time for all these 5000 catalogs in order to derive the mean and the standard
deviation (1-σ and 10-σ) of the spatio-temporal evolution of seismic moment released by aftershocks (the red areas
seen in Figs. S15-S18, S27-S30 for Izmit, Figs. S19-S22, S31-S34 for Denali and Figs. S23-S26, S35-S38 for Craig,
that denote the mean of the seismic moment released on the main fault ± the standard deviation). This analysis
suggests that despite potential changes in seismic moment release spatio-temporal distribution, our results still hold.
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Subpixel correlation methods for damage fault width
The Mw 7.8 2001 Kunlun (China) earthquake2,14,15,44,45 is a very well known supershear rupture, but unfortunately
the seismic network in the region was poor developed, being studied only by teleseismic data. Because of it, we are
not able to apply the high-resolution aftershock analysis developed in the main text. On the other hand, this
earthquake was well recorded by satellite images, that allows us to explore the size of the off-fault coseismic damage
zone using optical correlation images techniques.
We used SPOT 1 to 4 images, covering the Kunlun fault area from 1988 to 2004 with a ground resolution of 10
meters, allowing for a change detection larger than a meter32,48–50. The correlation of pre- and post-earthquake paired
images is done using MicMac46,47, measuring the horizontal surface displacement between the two optical
acquisition (See Supplementary Information, Fig. S39 to see the data employed in this study).
We focused on the central part of the rupture, dominated by fault parallel motion, excluding the two eastern and
western ends where fault normal and thrust components are respectively acting. Using the tool Stacking profiles from
ENVI version 5.5.1 (Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Boulder, Colorado), 460 stacked profiles were placed
perpendicular to the fault trace every 500 meters along the analysed section (stacked profiles are rectangles of 40
km-long and 1 kilometer wide in which individual slip profiles are stacked allowing to reduce noise and artefacts).
On each profile, it is possible to observe the coseismic offset produced by the earthquake (See Supplementary
Information, Fig. S40 for a profile example) where the width of this offset corresponds to the fault’s zone width
(including fault core and damage zone), that is computed over 396 clear-enough profiles along the fault trace,
allowing to draw a fault zone width curve (Fig. 3).
Two different means for the fault zone width are calculated (red and dashed red lines in Fig. 3). One is at 238
meters and corresponds to the mean of the fault zone width for the whole area of study, however removing the
partitioning zone with two fault strands. The second one, at 127 meters, corresponds to the mean of a fault zone
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width where slip localizes for 11 km-long, located next to what was defined as the supershear transition using
seismological data14.
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S1 Supplementary Table
State of stress
S 8.000e-01
ψ (◦) 6.000e+01
Depth (km) 3.641e+00
−σ0xx (MPa) 3.422e+01
−σ0yy (MPa) 6.070e+01
σ0yx (MPa) 2.293e+01
−σ1 (MPa) 7.394e+01
−σ2 (MPa) 2.098e+01
Main fault friction
fs 6.000e-01
fd 1.000e-01
GIIC,f (
MJ
m2
) 1.517e+01
Dc (mm) 1.000e+03
R0 (m) 1.057e+03
Lc (m) 2.143e+03
L (m) 6.430e+04
Numerical parameters
kc (
GPa
m
) 6.346e+01
kf (
GPa
m
) 1.214e+01
dMC 3.000e-01
CFL 7.500e-02
ds (m) 5.284e+01
dt (s) 6.705e-05
Off-fault medium friction
GIC (
MJ
m2
) 2.959e-03
CI (MPa) 8.000e+00
δnc,I (mm) 1.261e-02
δc,I (mm) 7.523e-01
GIIC (
MJ
m2
) 2.000e-02
CII (MPa) 7.445e+01
δnc,II (mm) 1.173e-01
δc,II (mm) 6.546e-01
fs,o 6.000e-01
fd,o 1.000e-01
GIIC,f (
MJ
m2
) 2.000e-02
δnf,II (mm) 1.173e-01
δf,II (mm) 1.803e+00
σn (
MPa
m
) 4.746e+01
Dc (mm) 1.803e+00
Table S1: Parameters for FDEM damage modeling
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S2 Supplementary Figures
Figure S1: Changes in the normal stress (the first invariant of the stress tensor, I1, is shown in the top panel) and
shear stress (the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, J2, is shown in the bottom panel), obtained from a
2D FDEM dynamic rupture simulation including coseismic off-fault damage generated by the rupture propagation.
Sub-Rayleigh and Supershear domains are denoted by black arrows with their respectives rupture velocities, while the
damage gap is the region between the red dashed lines. The earthquake is nucleated on the left of the each figure and
symbolized by a yellow star. Coseismic off-fault damage is indicated by the black lines located south of the fault.
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Figure S2: The same caption as Fig.S1 except using effective medium theory.
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Figure S3: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Analysis, Izmit Earthquake. Figure on top: 1-month aftershocks
distribution for the Izmit earthquake, color-coded by time. The star denotes the epicenter of the event (color-coded by
time) with its respective focal mechanism. The black continuous line denotes the surface rupture for the event. Figure
on the bottom: aftershock seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) at different temporal
scales (1-3 days, 1-2-3 weeks and 1 month), considering all the aftershocks at a distance of 1 km from the fault (area
denoted by the black discontinuous lines in Figure on top). Color-coded arrows denote the different domains in terms
of rupture speed (green sub-shear and orange supershear), while the pink box indicates this work’s proposed Transition
Zone.
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Figure S4: The same caption that Figure S3 but considering the aftershocks at 2.5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S5: The same caption that Figure S3 but considering the aftershocks at 5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S6: The same caption that Figure S3 but considering the aftershocks at 10 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S7: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Analysis, Denali Earthquake. Figure on top: 1-month aftershocks
distribution for the Denali earthquake, color-coded by time. The star denotes the epicenter of the event (color-coded by
time) with its respective focal mechanism. The black continuous line denotes the surface rupture for the event. Figure
on the bottom: aftershock seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) at different temporal
scales (1-3 days, 1-2-3 weeks and 1 month), considering all the aftershocks at a distance of 1 km from the fault (area
denoted by the black discontinuous lines in Figure on top). Color-coded arrows denote the different domains in terms
of rupture speed (green sub-shear and orange supershear), while the pink box indicates this work’s proposed Transition
Zone.
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Figure S8: The same caption that Figure S7 but considering the aftershocks at 2.5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S9: The same caption that Figure S7 but considering the aftershocks at 5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S10: The same caption that Figure S7 but considering the aftershocks at 10 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S11: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Analysis, Craig Earthquake. Figure on the left: 1-month af-
tershocks distribution for the Craig earthquake, color-coded by time. The star denotes the epicenter of the event
(color-coded by time) with its respective focal mechanism. The black continuous line denotes the surface rupture for
the event. Figure on the right: aftershock seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) at differ-
ent temporal scales (1-3 days, 1-2-3 weeks and 1 month), considering all the aftershocks at a distance of 1 km from
the fault (area denoted by the black discontinuous lines in Figure on top). Color-coded arrows denote the different
domains in terms of rupture speed (green sub-shear and orange supershear), while the pink box indicates this work’s
proposed Transition Zone.
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Figure S12: The same caption that Figure S11 but considering the aftershocks at 2.5 km from the main fault to
calculate the seismic moment.
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Figure S13: The same caption that Figure S11 but considering the aftershocks at 5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S14: The same caption that Figure S11 but considering the aftershocks at 10 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S15: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Statistical Analysis, Izmit Earthquake, 1-σ. Each panel shows
the aftershock seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) at different temporal scales (1-3 days,
1-2-3 weeks, and 1 month), considering all the aftershocks at a distance of 1 km from the fault. The red area in each
panel denotes the mean seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) plus/minus the standard
deviation (1-sigma) of 5000 synthetics catalogs considering the aftershocks at 1 km from the fault. The pink box
indicates this work’s proposed Transition Zone.
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Figure S16: The same caption that Figure S15 but considering the aftershocks at 2.5 km from the main fault to
calculate the seismic moment.
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Figure S17: The same caption that Figure S15 but considering the aftershocks at 5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S18: The same caption that Figure S15 but considering the aftershocks at 10 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S19: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Statistical Analysis, Denali Earthquake, 1-σ. Each panel shows
the aftershock seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) at different temporal scales (1-3 days,
1-2-3 weeks, and 1 month), considering all the aftershocks at a distance of 1 km from the fault. The red area in each
panel denotes the mean seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) plus/minus the standard
deviation (1-sigma) of 5000 synthetics catalogs considering the aftershocks at 1 km from the fault. The pink box
indicates this work’s proposed Transition Zone.
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Figure S20: The same caption that Figure S19 but considering the aftershocks at 2.5 km from the main fault to
calculate the seismic moment.
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Figure S21: The same caption that Figure S19 but considering the aftershocks at 5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S22: The same caption that Figure S19 but considering the aftershocks at 10 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S23: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Statistical Analysis, Craig Earthquake, 1-σ. Each panel shows
the aftershock seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) at different temporal scales (1-3 days,
1-2-3 weeks, and 1 month), considering all the aftershocks at a distance of 1 km from the fault. The red area in each
panel denotes the mean seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) plus/minus the standard
deviation (1-sigma) of 5000 synthetics catalogs considering the aftershocks at 1 km from the fault. The pink box
indicates this work’s proposed Transition Zone.
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Figure S24: The same caption that Figure S23 but considering the aftershocks at 2.5 km from the main fault to
calculate the seismic moment.
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Figure S25: The same caption that Figure S23 but considering the aftershocks at 5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S26: The same caption that Figure S23 but considering the aftershocks at 10 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S27: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Statistical Analysis, Izmit Earthquake, 10-σ. Each panel shows
the aftershock seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) at different temporal scales (1-3 days,
1-2-3 weeks, and 1 month), considering all the aftershocks at a distance of 1 km from the fault. The red area in each
panel denotes the mean seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) plus/minus the standard
deviation (10-sigma) of 5000 synthetics catalogs considering the aftershocks at 1 km from the fault. The pink box
indicates this work’s proposed Transition Zone.
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Figure S28: The same caption that Figure S27 but considering the aftershocks at 2.5 km from the main fault to
calculate the seismic moment.
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Figure S29: The same caption that Figure S27 but considering the aftershocks at 5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S30: The same caption that Figure S27 but considering the aftershocks at 10 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S31: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Statistical Analysis, Denali Earthquake, 10-σ. Each panel
shows the aftershock seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) at different temporal scales
(1-3 days, 1-2-3 weeks, and 1 month), considering all the aftershocks at a distance of 1 km from the fault. The red
area in each panel denotes the mean seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) plus/minus the
standard deviation (10-sigma) of 5000 synthetics catalogs considering the aftershocks at 1 km from the fault. The pink
box indicates this work’s proposed Transition Zone.
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Figure S32: The same caption that Figure S31 but considering the aftershocks at 2.5 km from the main fault to
calculate the seismic moment.
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Figure S33: The same caption that Figure S31 but considering the aftershocks at 5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S34: The same caption that Figure S31 but considering the aftershocks at 10 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S35: High-Resolution Aftershock Catalog Statistical Analysis, Craig Earthquake, 10-σ. Each panel
shows the aftershock seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) at different temporal scales
(1-3 days, 1-2-3 weeks, and 1 month), considering all the aftershocks at a distance of 1 km from the fault. The red
area in each panel denotes the mean seismic moment release projected on the main fault (in log scale) plus/minus the
standard deviation (10-sigma) of 5000 synthetics catalogs considering the aftershocks at 1 km from the fault. The pink
box indicates this work’s proposed Transition Zone.
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Figure S36: The same caption that Figure S35 but considering the aftershocks at 2.5 km from the main fault to
calculate the seismic moment.
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Figure S37: The same caption that Figure S35 but considering the aftershocks at 5 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S38: The same caption that Figure S35 but considering the aftershocks at 10 km from the main fault to calculate
the seismic moment.
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Figure S39: (a) North-South and (b) East-West surface displacement maps for the strike-slip part of the 2001 Kunlun
surface rupture. Results benefit from a 10-meters ground resolution after the horizontal correlation of SPOT (1 to
4) pre- and post-earthquake images using MicMac. North-South displacements are close to zero at the fault while
there is a clear left-lateral offset in the East-West displacement map. (c) Correlation score provided by MicMac after
the horizontal correlation of the SPOT images. Dark areas correspond to decorrelation in lakes, drainages or snow.
White areas, representing areas of good correlation, are present around the fault zone and particularly between 91.5
and 92.5°E.
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Figure S40: Example of one of the 396 profiles obtained from the optical correlation image processing along the fault.
The step in the figure represents the coseismic offset produced by the earthquake, while the red box denotes the region
defined during this work as the width of the off-fault damage zone.
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